
Friends of 
Fiber 
Challenge 
By Quayln of QUOE 
 

How well do your friends, family, and 
significant others pay attention to your 
fibrecrafts? Put them to the test by quizzing 
them over these 20 fiber terms, or change it 
up to include others from your crafting 
vocabulary! 

 

Terms 
❏ Tink - Taking out knit stitches one at a 

time to fix mistakes. 

❏ FO- Finished Object 

❏ Stash- All the yarn/material a fiber artist 
owns 

❏ Worsted- Most common weight of yarn 

❏ Potato Chip Project- An easy project that 
doesn’t require a lot of attention. 

❏ LYS- Local yarn shop. 

❏ Yarn Snob- someone who only works 
with expensive or Indie Dyed Yarn 

❏ Crojo (alt. Knojo)- The magical ability to 
turn yarn into finished objects.  

❏ Hooker- Someone who crochets 

❏ Frog- To rip back your work and start 
again. 

❏ WIP- Work in progress 

❏ Hank- Twisted coil of yarn that can be 
rolled into a ball or caked.  

❏ Bistitchual- Someone who both crochets 
and knits. 

❏ Yarn Barf- Tangle of yarn that is pulled 
out of a skein or cake. 

❏ Fingering- Thin weight of yarn used in 
projects like socks and shawls.  

❏ Yarn Chicken- Attempting to finish a 
project before your yarn runs out. 

❏ Stash Buster- Project that takes a lot of 
yarn.  

❏ Cake- Yarn that is wound into a 
cylindrical shape 

❏ Yarnist- Someone who works with yarn 
in any capacity 

Score 
How did your Friend of Fiber do? Tally up 
their score to find out!  

0-5 Dropped Stitch. Your friends really 
should  start listening more. Have them buy 
you a hank of yarn as a consolation. 

6-10 Darn it. So close, yet so far. Your 
friend has much to learn about fiber crafts. 
They have a good jumping off point though! 

11-15 Knit/Crochet Worthy. Your friend has 
proven themselves to be worth the time and 
effort of handmade gifts.  

16-20 Honorary Crafter. By the power vested 
in me by crochet and by knit, I now 
pronounce your friend an honorary crafter. 

Like the challenge? Please credit and tag me on 
Instagram @portquoelio, or at “The QUOE 
Podcast” on YouTube if you post videos!  


